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Task A. /u/ 
too, do, who, shoe 

cool, tool 

boot, flute, suit, fruit 

mood, food 

nude, rude, dude 

soup, group, loop, hoop 

new, flew, grew, drew 

true, blue, glue 

  

/yu/ 
few   fuel   human 

cute   beautiful  menu 

view   popular  argue 

use   population  argument 

 

cute boots 

blue shoes 

a new flute 

a rude group 

in the mood for soup 

a beautiful view 

It's true. 

The human population grew. 

 

Task B. /ʊ/ 
book, hook, shook, look, took 

cook, cookies, cooker 

good, hood, wood, stood 

should, could, would 

put, foot 

 

I couldn’t find the book.  

He's a good cook. 

She shook his foot.   

We stood near the wood.  

Put the cooker here.   

We took a look. 
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Task C. /oʊ/ 
go, toe, know, low, flow, grow, show, blow, slow, row, throw 

goes, toes, knows, flows, grows, blows, close, nose, hose 

most, host, boast, coast, roast 

phone, known, moan, grown 

old, gold, bold, told, fold, cold, sold 

boat, float, coat, throat, goat 

road, toad, load,  

hope, rope, nope, soap 

vote, note, wrote 

both, growth 

 
blow your nose 

hope to go 

go slowly 

blow snow over the road 

We voted to go. 

A host should know. 

They boasted about their gold medals.  

 

Task D. /ɔ/ 
all, ball, wall, small, tall, call 

walk, talk, chalk 

dog, fog, smog, frog, blog 

off, cough 

caught, taught, sought, bought 

law, jaw, paw, saw, straw 

song, long, wrong 

cause, pause 

 

a small ball 

a long straw 

a long walk 

a long song 

a long call 

walk and talk 

I saw it on a blog. 

They talked about the law.  
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Task E. Minimal Pairs with /ɔ, ʌ/ 
Round 1: Can you hear the difference? Respond appropriately. 

Round 2: Can others understand what you mean? 

 

1. I (caught/cut) it.      

a) Good catch! 

b) That knife is sharp. Be careful. 

 

2. The (cough/cuff) bothers me.   

a) Drink some hot tea for your throat. 

b) Is it too tight? Unbutton it.  

 

3. Is it (dawn/done)?    

a) Not yet. It’s only 4 a.m. 

b) Yes, I just finished. 

 

4. Where’s our (boss/bus)?     

a) She called in sick. Seth is in charge. 

b) I guess it’s running late. 

 

5. We need (an author/another).     

a) Yes, and a very good one who can write clearly.   

b) No, we don’t. We can use this one.  

 

Task F. Sentences with /u, ʊ, ɔ/  
1. I saw a good cookbook online. 

2. The new student is very good. 

3. I would love a room with a view. 

4. We could use some good tools.  

5. She bought a new flute. 
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Task G. Minimal Pairs with /oʊ, ɔ/ 
Round 1: Can you hear the difference? Respond appropriately. 

Round 2: Can others understand what you mean? 

 

1. They (woke/walk) up. 

a) Oh. I thought they were still sleeping.   

b) They go up ten flights of stairs?! Why not use the elevator? 

 

2. They got a big (loan/lawn). 

a) Well, then they’ll have a lot of debt.  

b) That’s a lot of land to take care of. 

 

3. Did you consider the (coast/cost)? 

a) Yeah, but I’d rather live in the mountains than near the ocean.  

b) Yes. The price of a used car is much less, so I’m not going to buy a new car. 

 

4. The (coal/call) was expensive. 

a) Well, you should have used wood for the fire. 

b) Yes, because it was a long-distance phone call.  
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Task H. Minimal Pairs 
Say one word from each line. Use the numbers to identify the word you hear. 

Round 1: Can you hear the difference? Identify what your teacher says. 

Round 2: Can others understand what you mean? Say the word and your teacher or 

classmates will identify what they hear. 

1/u/  2/ʊ/  3/oʊ/ 4/ɔ/  5/ʌ/ - a central vowel 

cute  -  coat  caught cut 

boot  -  boat  bought but 

(food)  foot  -  fought  - 

dune  -   -  dawn  done 

due  -  doe  -  - 

Luke  look  -  -  luck 

moon  -  moan  -  -  

-  put  -  -  putt 

sue  -   so  saw  - 

suit  soot  -  sought - 

pool  pull  pole/poll Paul  - 

fool  full  foal  fall  -  

tool  -  toll  tall  -  

cool  -  coal  call  cull 

-  -  whole  hall  hull 

-  brook  broke  -  -  

shoe  -  show  -  - 

cruel  -  -  crawl  - 

goon  -  -  gone  gun 

soon  -  sewn  -   sun 

glue  -   glow  -  - 
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